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Darlene, the founder of 3 Visions Farm, prepares the tent

Our Handmade
Bell Tent!

Building one of these
is no easy task with all
the canvas that it
requires but the
process saves the
farm money while
offering a personal
hand in the
experience. Take a
look at these photos

to see just how big we're talking! This tent Darlene is constructing now is the
first of four that will be used to house tourists in the future, some of which will
be decorated by artists. It will be a unique touch to 3 Visions Farms that hopes
to capture the spirit of it for the duration. Leftover scraps will be used to create
other useful goods such as bags and more. This will be announced at a later
date but we'll be sure to update you when they become available!

 

http://3-visionsfarm.com
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Our Affiliates

3 Visions Farm is by no means doing this alone nor are we the first to follow this
model. For example: The Community Farm Land Trust, stationed in Olympia
Washington, is an organization set on restoring and preserving local farmland in
a fast growing location. Their values focus not only upon caring for BIPOC by
allowing them to purchase arable land but that they collaborate with the
indigenous tribes within that area. This trust also lays out the ground rules on
respecting LGBT individuals, having written a "Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Policy" that was put into place of May, 2019. As CFLT puts it; "We create an
environment in which everyone feels valued and respected."

We aim to reach further into Washington as our base but influence far and wide
across the states. Our affiliates serve to strengthen our movement; from the
National Black Farmers Association, built to protect the rights and insurance of
black farmers, to the Veterans to Farmers who train those who served to farm
and foster a community. In tandem, they're offered an opportunity to heal and
gain access to food where support is still scarce despite their sacrifice. There's
healing that can be done in this kind of work, a quiet resistance to the
insecurities we face today. If you'd like more information on these programs
listed above, they'll be found at the end of this page.

Stay tuned for more information and thanks for all that you do.

▪ Celena
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